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On September 10, 1982, Louisville Gas and Electric
Company ("LG6Z") filed an application with the Commission

requesting authority to increase its electric and gas rates
for service rendered on and after October 1, 1982. The

proposed xates would increase annual electric revenues by

$64.6 million, an ncrease of 18.4 percent, and annual gas

revenues by $10.3 million, an increase of 5.1 percent. These

increases represent an annual increase in total operating

revenues of $74.9 million, ox 13.6 pex'cent, based on normal-

ized test year sales. On December 20, 1982, LG6K amended its
application to reduce its request by $4.4 million to $70.5
million.

On September 13, 1982, the Commission suspended the

proposed rate increase until March 1, 1983, in order to
conduct public hearings and investigations into the reason-

ableness of the proposed rates, A hearing was scheduled for
January 3, 1983, for the purpose of cross-examination of



the witnesses of LG&E and the intervenors. LG&E was directed

to give notice to its consumexs of the proposed rates and the

scheduled hearing pursuant to 807 KAR 5:025, Section 7. A

hearing to receive public comment and testimony was conducted

on December 1, 1982, in the Aldermanic Chambers in the Old

Courthouse at Louisville, Kentucky.

Notions to intervene in this mattex'ex'e filed by the

Consumer Protection Division in the Office of the Attorney

General ("AG"), the City of Louisville and Jefferson County

("Louisville" ), Airco Carbide, a division of Airco, Inc.,
("Aixco"), E. I. duPont de'Hemours and Company ("duPont" ), the

Department of Defense of the United States ("Defense" ) and

the Office of Kentucky Legal Services Programs on behalf of
several residential customers ("Residential Intervenors") of

LG&E. These motions wexe granted and no other pax'ties

formally intervened.

The hearings for the purpose of cross-examination of

the witnesses of LG&E and the intervenors were held in the

Commission's offices in Frankfort, Kentucky, on January 3

through 6, 1983, with all parties of record represented.

Briefs were filed by January 31, 1983, and the information

requested during the hearings has been submitted.

This Order addresses the Commission's findings and

determinations on issues presented and disclosed in the

hearings and investigation of LG&E's revenue requirements and



rate design and provides rates and charges that will produce

an increase in annual revenues of $46,365,766.
COMMENTARY

LG&E is a privately-owned electric and gas utility
which distributes and sells electricity to approximately

298,500 consumers in Jefferson County, and in portions of
Bullitt, Hardin, Henry, Neade, Oldham, Shelby and Trimble

counties and distributes and sells natural gas to approxi-

mately 233,200 consumers in Jefferson County and portions of
Bullitt, Green, Hardin, Hart, Henry, Larue, T1arion, Neade,

Netcalfe, Nelson, Oldham, Shelby, Trimble and Washington

counties.

TEST PERIOD

LG&E proposed and the Commission has accepted the 12-
month period ending June 30, 198Z, as the test, period for
determining the reasonableness of the proposed rates. In

utilizing the historic test period the Commission has given

full consideration to appropriate known and measureb1e

changes.

VALUATZON

LG&E presented the net original cost, capital struc-

ture, and reproduction cost as the valuation methods in this
case. The Commission has given due consideration to these



and other elements of value in determining the reasonableness

of the proposed rates. As in the past, the Commission has

given limited consideration to the proposed reproduction

cost.
Net Original Cost

LG&E proposed a total company net origina1 cost rate
1/base of $1,134,037,060. Generally, the proposed rate base

was determined in accordance with the Commission's decision

in LG&K's last rate case. In a deviation from past cases,

LC&E proposed to adjust the inventoxy level for gas stored

underground to reflect increases in the cost of gas since the

end of the test period. The Commission recognizes that the

price of gas has increased since the end of the test year;

however, in detexmining a test year-end xate base it is oux

objective to establish the value of investment in utility
property at a specific point in time. In establishing the

net investment rate base, capitalization, and the adjusted

level of operating revenues and expenses, the Commission must

develop a proper matching of earnings and rate base. This is
done by adjusting the historical test year operations for
appropriate known and measurable changes occurxing dux'ing and

subsequent to the test year to arrive at a pro forma state-
ment of operations which coincides with the test year-end

rate base and capitalization. LG&E did not propose to expand

its year-end capitalization although it
components therein. — Such adjustments2/

did adj ust the

are consistent with



the historical practices of this Commission; however, adjust-

ments to incx'ease the xate base to reflect estimated capital
requirements subsequent to the test year are not consistent

with the concept of a test year-end rate base. The Commis-

sion disagrees with the assessment of LG&E ~itness, Vr. Frank

Milkerson, Controller, that it is not inconsistent to adjust

selected items of the rate base for changes occurring after
the test year while other components of the rate base remain

at year-end levels. — If is the opinion of this Commission3/

that to adjust the inventoxy of gas stored underground would

improperly update the year-end rate base and result in a

mismatch of earnings, rate base and capitalization. There-

fore, the proposed adjustment has not been accepted and the

net investment rate base allowed herein includes the actual

price of gas stored underground.

Coal Inventory -- Throughout this proceeding, the

Commission has been especially interested in the issue of
LG5E's coal inventory„ and for obvious reasons. Although

discussion of that inventory has to do with hundreds of

thousands of tons of coal, and with such arcane matters as

number of days burn and whether the bottom portion of a coal

pile contains useable material, the Commission has not lost

sight of the vital issue: Coal supply is a very costly

inventory which must be financed, and which is reflected in

customers''ates. Indeed, the Commission notes that at the

end of the test period the LME balance shoat reflected a

coal inventory valued at $40,941,956.



The coal inventory of 1,412,931 tons at the end of the

test year equates to a 118 days'upply of coal, based on

the average daily burn rate of 12,000 tons per day which LC&E

expected during the peak period from June 15 to September 15,
1982. The June 30 coal inventory level was the highest level

achieved at any time during the test yeax'.

LG&E's goal is to maintain a normal seasonal range of

9Q eo 12Q days'upply. Its position is that "system-wide

inventory policy is based primarily on judgement and experi-

ence with full consideration given to physical and economic

factors and to the need to provide reliable electric service

to its customers." — Further, LGGE provided a list of factors„0/

considered in determining its coal inventory policy which

included potential labor problems, demand fox'lectxicity,
adverse weather conditions, coal market conditions, and con-

tractua1 limitations.

Using the 13-month average test period burn rate of

9,247 tons per day, — the June 30, 1982, inventory level5/

equates to a 153-day supply which is substantially above the

upper limit of LC&E's normal seasonal inventory range of 120

days. Further, using the 5-year avex'age burn rate of 9,773
tons per day, — the June 30, 1982, inventory level equates to

a 145-day supply.

It is a principle of sound business management that an

inventoxy must be managed, not left to its own device, nor

ignored as something that will take care of itself, but



managed. It must be maintained within a range that reflects
a sensitivity not only to the dangers of too small an inven-

tory, but also to the unnecessary costs of too large an

inventory.

The Commission believes the record in this pxoceeding

fails to show that LGkE does in fact manage its coal inven-

tory--fails to convey the conviction that LCM is sensitive

to the fact that excessive coal inventory imposes an ex-

cessive and unnecessary cost on zatepayers.

The Commission finds it questionable that LC6E should

contend it needs a coal inventory of 90 to 120 days. Indeed,

during the test period conditions wexe present that should

have encouraged LG&E to seek a minimum inventory: Consider-

sble slack demand in the coal industry made additional supply

readily available, and high interest xates made it vexy

costly to carry coal inventory.

The Commission wishes to point out that in Case Ho.

8429, a general rate proceeding of Fentucky Power Company,

Kentucky Power sought Commission approval to include in cus-

tomer rates the cost of financing a 70-day coal inventory.

The Commission determined that during the test year actual

inventory had avexaged 46 days, and approved xates which

reflected a 60-day coal inventoxy.

In the current LG&E proceeding, in arriving at ap-

propriate rates, the Commission is accepting a coal inventory

of 970,935 tons, which is an inventory of approximately 105



days at a daily burn x'ate of 9,247 tons, which was the 13-

month a~erage for the test year, or approximately 100 days at
a daily burn rate of 9,773 tons, which was the average for

the most recent 5 years. Priced at the year-end average of
q~28.984 per ton, this allowed inventory level reduces the

rate base by $12,810,376. The Commission wishes to make it
clear that the 105-day inventory is an interim figure, and

that, in its next general rate case the burden »ill xest with

LG&E to show why customers should be obligated to pay rates

which include the cost to finance a coal inventory which

exceeds 75 days.

The Commission believes the 75-day inventory is also

an interim level. In subsequent proceedings the burden will

rest on LG&E to demonstrate why its coal inventory should not

be reduced below 75 days.

The Commission wishes to repeat earlier observations.

For a major electric utility, the cost to finance coal inven-

tory is considerable. Further, a fundamental goal of manage-

ment is inventory contxol. Xn competitive enterpxises,

managers ignore inventory control at their peril. The

Commission would like to be convinced that the managers of

LG&E demonstrate that same level of sensiti~ity to inventory

control.

Utilities come before this Commission with depressing

regularity to seek approval for higher rates. P regular

feature of their lament is that much is beyond theix contx'ol.



Certainly „some important considerations--e. g., inter est
rates--are beyond their contxol, But this only makes it a11

the more important that utility management exert the utmost

control over those factors which utilities can control. Coal

inventory is such a factor, and in this important regard the

Commission intends to make every effort to assure that

utility management recognize--and act upon--their responsi-

bility and discretion in this important area.

The rate base has been increased by $506,100 to

recognize 1 year's amortization of the "surplus" deferred

federal income taxes resulting from the reduction in the

corporate tax rate from 48 to 46 percent. This is achieved

by decreasing the deferred tax reserve account to reflect the

amortization adjustment described on pages 19 and 20 herein.

The net investment rate base has been further adjusted

to reflect the accepted pxo forma adjustments to operation

and maintenance expenses in the calculation of the allowance

for working capital. All other elements of the net original

cost rate base have been accepted as proposed by LGSE.

The net original cost rate base devoted to electric
and gas operations is determined by the Commission to be as

follows:



Total Utility Plane.

Electric Total

$ 147,323,796 $1,312,471,445 $1,459,795,241

Add:
Mat~is 6 Supplies
Gas Stored Underground
Prepaymsnts
Cash khrking Capital

Sub-Total

2>161,097
30,152,910

117,616
2,398,952

34,830,575

51,621,657 $ 53,782,754
-0- 30,152,910
803,730 921,346

23,547,388 25,946,340
$ 75>972>775 ~v 110,803,350

Deduct.
Reserve for Depreciation
Custcaer Achrances
Acnmulated Deferred Taxes
Investment Tax Credit (3"j'.)

Sub-Total

$ 55,070,034
1,105,541

13,176,984
665,505

70,018,064

293,495,117
988,143

91,834,116
1,991,965

388,309,341

$ 348,565,151
2,093,684

105,011,100
2,657,470

458,327,405

Net Original Cost Rate Base $ 112,136>307 $1,000,134,879 $1,112,271,186

Capital Structure

In his prepared testimony, Yir. Wilkerson proposed

adjustments to LGkE's test year-end capital structure to
reflect the sale of common stock in September 1982 and the

sale of pollution control bonds in October 1982. )fr.
Wilkerson made reductions to trust demand notes and other

notes payable that offset the increases in common equity and

pollution control bonds. Capitalization was not expanded

beyond the test year but the percentages of the various

capital components were adjusted. The resulting adjusted
test year-end capital structure of $1,049,092,828 contained

44.84 percent debt capital, 11.1.5percent preferred equity,
36.50 percent common equity and 7.51 percent Job Development

7/Xnvestment Tax Credit ("JDITC").— Dr. Carl Weaver„ witness

for the AG, recommended an adjusted test year-end capital

-10-



structure that also reflected the sale of common equity and

pollution contro1 bonds and the retirement of trust demand
8/notes and othex notes. — The difference between Dr. Heaver''s

proposed capital structure and the company's pxoposed capital
structure is that Dr. Weaver did not include JDITC as a

separate component of the capital structure. — His recon-9/

mended capital stxucture contained 48.3 percent long-term

debt, .2 percent short-term debt, 12.0 percent preferred
stock and 39.5 percent common equity.—10/

The Commission has determined M6E's capital structure
for rate-making purposes to be as follows:

Percent

Bonds 500,896,758 48.34
Other Debt 1,549,088 .15
Preferred Stock 124,920,765 12.05
Common Stock 408,915,841 39.46

Total 91,036,282,452 100.00
In determining the capital stx'ucture the Commission

has accepted the adjustments proposed by LCD to reflect the

sale of common stock and pollution control bonds and the

retixement of notes payable, The JDITC of $ 78,825,530 has

been allocated to each component on the basis of the xatio of
each component to total capital structure excluding JDXTC.

The Commission is of the opinion that this treatment is
entirely consistent with the requirement of the Internal
Revenue Service ("XRS") that JDXTC receive the same overall
return allowed an cammon equity, debt end preferred stock.



In accordance with the determination in the previous section

regarding the value of the coal inventory, the Commission has

reduced LG6E's capital structure by $12,810,376 to reflect
the lower level of inventory. This reduction has been a11o-
cated to the capital structure based on the existing ratio of
the capital structure components.

Reproduction Cost

LG&E presented the reproduction cost rate base in

Vilkerson Exhibit 9. LG&E estimated the value of plant in

service, plant held for future use and construction work in

progress at. the end of the test year. The resulting repro-

duction cost is $2,226,349,220 which includes electric
facilities of $1,898,867,385 and gas facilities of 9327,481,835.

REVENUES AND EXPENSES

For the test period LG&E had net operating income of

$85,733,209. LG&E proposed several pro forma adjustments to
revenues and expenses to reflect more current and anticipated
operating conditions. The Commission is of the opinion that

the proposed adjustments are generally proper and acceptable

for rate-making purposes with the following modifications:

Temperature Normalization

LG&E proposed adjustments to revenue and expenses for
both gas and electric operations to normalize for abnormal

weather conditions experienced during the test year. In

accordance with past policy the Commission has accepted



LGSE's proposed adjustment to reflect abnormal gas sales
during the test year. In accepting this adjustment, the

Commission finds that a 30-year base period, as proposed by

LCRE for determining normal weather conditions, is appropri-

ate. A current 30-year period provides accurate up-to-date
information and at the same time is long enough to mitigate

any abnormalities in weather conditions, whether they be

yearly or cyclical. It is the Commission's conc1usion that a

30-year base period should be used in future proceedings when

adjusting gas sales to reflect normal temperature conditions,
not only for LG&K but for all other gas utilities within the

Commission's jurisdiction.
LOGE's proposed adjustment to electric revenue and

expense for temperature normalization would reduce operating

income by 91,525,635 based on the assumption that electric
sales were greater during the test year by approximately 24

mi11ion KWH due to abnormal temperatures. LC&E witness, Tfr.

John Hart, Jr., Vice President for Rates and Economic Research,

calculated the adjustment by determining the number of cooling

degree days and heating degree days for the test year based

on a mean temperature of 65 degrees and then comparing the

test year level of degree days with the National Qceanic and

Atmospheric Administration's 1980 30-year average cooling and

heating degree days for Louisville. To determine the excess

KWH sales, Nr. Hart isolated those rate classes considered to
have significant air conditioning or space heating components



and determined the base load and temperature-sensitive load

per degree day using a system of simultaneous equations. The

excess sales were then converted to revenue and expense by

applying the average revenue per KNH for each customer class
to the excess KMH and the incremental cost per KMH including

the fuel cost during the period of degree day excess plus an

allocation of variable maintenance expense.

This type of adjustment is intended to provide a

normal level of sales on which to base rates. The Commission

agrees with the intent of the proposed adjustment but does

not accept its application. Based on the cross-examination

of LG&E witnesses and the evidence of record, the Commission

is of the opinion that LG&E has not adequately supported

either its methodology or its results in determining its base

load and its temperature-sensitive load. LG&E selected the

month of May 1982 to determine its base load because the use

of that 1 month would give the best results, or the best
correlation between sales and temperature conditions. The

Commission questions this selection since May 1982 was sig-

nificantly cooler than normal; the numer of cooling degree

days for that month was 37 percent lese than normal for Hay

and the number of heatinr, degree days was 111 percent greater

than normal. — Furthermore, during the test year the month11/

of October 1981 had both fewer cooling degree days and fewer

heating degree days than 1<ay 1982 and was more moderate than

usual with both fear cooling degree days and fewer heating

degree days than normal.—12I

-14-



LG6E also did not recognize any effects of conserva-

tion in adopting the 65 degree temperature mean for cooling

days although company witness, Nx. Fred >fright, Uire President

of Planning and ?market Services, testified concerning the

ways in which customers reduce their air conditioning usage

during milder summer months. — The consistent use of the 6513/

degree mean tempexature over several years, as LG&E has done,

would give the impression that conservation measures affect

only base load sales with no impact on temperature-sensitive

sales. The Commission finds nothing in the record that would

support such a conclusion.

LG&E maintained that the electric temperature norma1-

ization adjustment should stand alone and not be considered

with other sales volume adjustments such as customex'sage

patterns, abnormal industria1 sales and normal growth in

customer usage. The Commission is of the opinion that, when

properly determined and adequately supported, an adjustment.

to reflect normalized sales may be considered known and

measurable. LG6E was advised of the Commission's position on

this type of adjustment in its last rate case, Case No. 8284,

and was given the opportunity to introduce such evidence in

this proceeding.

The proposed electric temperature normalization ad-

justment has been given careful consideration. The Commis-

sion endorses the principle of normalization; however, in

this instance LG6E has given recognition to but one variable



that affects electric consumption while either choosing to

ignore all other variables or assuming that they remain

constant. The Commission is of the opinion that selective
normalization such as this contx'i.butes little to making the

test year more representative of current operating conditions

and is inappropriate fox use in the rate-making process.

Eased on this analysis, and for the reasons listed herein,

the Commission has not accepted the temperature normalization

adjustment proposed by LG&E for its electric operations.

Gas Costs

LG&E did not propose an adjustment to the cost of gas

included in revenue requirements. — Hovever, Hr. Hart14/

testified to the gas cost component of the proposed base

rates and the potential fox pxofits on the sale of gas from
15/storage. — Nr. Hart referred to the testimony of Mr.

Randall Malker, LG&E's Coordinator of Rates and Tariffs,
in Case No. 8284 on the subject of profits on the sale of gas

from stoxage. Nr. Malker testified that the cost of gas

withdrawn from storage would generally be lover than the

overall gas supply cost, —though LG&E's rates already took16/

this circumstance into account as the gas component of the

base x'ates reflected the lower cost of gas withdrawn from
17/storage in the test year of the preceding rate case.— He

calculated an 9800,000 lag in gas cost recovery for the 12-

month period ending September 30, 1981.— An impoxtant paxt18/

of this calculation was the determination of the gas cost

-16-



component reflected in the base rates prescribed by the

Commission in LG&E's pxevious xate case, Case No. 7799.
Nr. Hart testified in the present case that the gas

cost component of the proposed base rates is $2.7341 per I~cf

sendout or $156,?03,25?. The method used to calculate this
gas cost was the same as that used by Yr. Walker in Case No.

19/8284.— Additionally, the adjusted xevenue at present and

proposed rates includes $2,858,731 recovered from purchased
20/gas adjustment ("PGA") billings. — The sum of these two

amounts, $159,561,988, xepxesents the total gas cost re-
flected in the adjusted revenue from both proposed base rates
and PGA billings. Gas supply expense per books for the test
year was $159,796,974. Therefore, the Commission is of the

opinion that gas operating expenses should be adjusted down-
21/

ward by $234,986—to reflect the gas cost component of

proposed base rates that would allow for the lower cost of

gas withdrawn fxom storage.
Extraordinary Maintenance

During the test year LGM incurred $1,150,213 in

materials costs for the repair of demister shells at its Hill
Creek No. 3 generating unit. The outage for this repair re-
sulted in a reduction in the amount of solid waste processed

during the test year with a corresponding reduction in the

waste processing operation and maintenance expense that would

normally be incurred. LG&E proposed an adjustment of

$968,139 to reflect a normal level of waste processing



operat ion and maintenance expense. — This adjustment22/

recognized the Hill Creek No. 3 maintenance outage and the

operation of the Mill Creek No. 2 sulphur dioxide removal

system ("SDRS") for only the last 7 months of the test year.
The adjustment reflects a full year's operation of the waste

disposal system without the outage experienced during the

test year. However, LG6E proposed no adjustment to exclude,
for rate-making purposes, the cost of the demister shell
repairs. LG6E witness, Mr. H. A. Wentworth, 3'r., Assistant
Vice President and General Superintendent for Electric
Operations, explained that such an adjustment would have been

offset by a 91,032,770 adjustment to reflect a normal level
of SDRS operation and maintenance expense. — The CotmniaSion

23/

is of the opinion that the adjusted test year would be more

representative of normal operating conditions with the exclusion

of the $1,150,213 expense for the demister shell repairs and

the inclusion of the $ 1,032,770 for SDRS operation and nain-

tenance expense. The net effect of these adjustments is to
reduce operating expenses by $117,443.
SDRS 06N

The proposed adjustment referred to in the preceding

section for increased waste processing operation and mainten-

ance expense associated with the Mill Creek processing plant
has been modified to exclude the 5 percent portion of that
expense that represents fixed costs. Based on the testimony

of Mr. H. A. wentworth, the Commission is of tne opinion that



a variable component of 95 percent should be applied in the

calculation of this adjustment. — This application results24/

in reducing the proposed adjustment by $93,945.
LG6E proposed an adjustment of ~pl,138,070 to reflect

the annual sulfur dioxide removal expenses associated with

its Hill Creek No. 4 generating unit, which was placed into

service in September 1982. LG6Z did not propose any other

adjustments specifically related to additional revenues or

expenses resulting from the commercialization of Mill Creek

No. 4 other than its adjustment to reflect the unit's annual

deprec'tion expense. LG6E indicated that the estimated

sulfur dioxide removal expense was based on the assumption

that the new unit would replace 80 percent of the production
25/

by Cane Fun Units 1, 2 and 3.— Ho adjustments were pro-

posed to reflect any reduction in costs associated with the

reduced production by the Cane Run units despite the state-

ment by Idr. %right that "certainly the maintenance costs per

kilowatt hour of generation for the Mill Creek units

would tend to be less than [for] the old Cane Run units."—„26/

The Commission is of the opinion that an adjustment

such as LG6E has proposed is incomplete without some recogni-

tion of additional revenues the new unit will generate or

decreased expenses from reduced production by the Cane Run

units. Adding to our concern is Hr. >fright's statement that

"N.ll Creek 4 is still in this period of not having all the

bugs worked out, and for the first year of service, that



unit, will be on and off..."— With the level of production„27/

by Nill Creek Ho. 4 so uncertain the pro)ected 1eve1 of

operating costs is speculative, at best. Purthermore, taking

into consideration the aforementioned incompleteness of the

proposed adjustment, the Commission finds that it is not

appropriate to increase production plant operating costs

further for rate-making purposes.

Amortization of Excess Tax Deferrals

Effective January 1, l979, the corporate federal in-

come tax rate was reduced from 48 to 46 percent. Therefore,

income taxes deferred on differences between book and tax

depreciation prior to 1979 at a 48 percent tax rate will be

paid at a 46 percent tax rate when these differences reverse.

An inherent assumption in computing the amount of deferred

taxes provided is that the tax rate will remain the same;

however, this has not occurred. There is a difference

between the amount deferred at the 48 percent rate and the

amount to be paid at the 46 percent rate which can be char-

acterized as excess deferred taxes.
At June 30, 1982, LGS~K reported excess deferred

28/
federal income taxes of $2,530,500. To better insure that

this surplus is credited to the ratepayers who originally

paid the taxes at. 48 percent, the Commission will amortize

this amount over 5 years for rate-making purposes'his
results in an annual reduction in income tax expense of

$506,100 which has been allocated to gas and electric

-20-



operations in proportion to the existing deferred tax reserve.
This adjustment does not represent an abrupt change of this
Commission's practices, but merely the recognition of the

result of the tax rate reduction. A corollary adjustment has

been made to reduce accumulated deferred taxes to recognize

the first year's amortization, thus increasing the rate base

by a like amount. In order that the accumulated excess

deferred taxes can be readily identified in future rate pro-

ceedings, LGM should txansfer the excess to a separate

liability account.

It should be pointed out that if the tax xate is
increased in the futuxe, fairness will require that any

deficiency in the defexred tax reserve be pxovided thxough

rates at that time.

Remodeling Costs

During the test year LCM incurred an expense of

$31,296 fox the amortization of the cost of remodeling rental

pxopexty, for which the actual work was performed during

1980. The remodeling cost was amoxtized over a period of 2

years which ended in Aprii 19S2. Inasmuch as this expense is
no longer being incurred, the Commission has made an adjust-
ment to reduce operating expenses by $31,296. Nr. Vilkerson

noted under cross-examination that LG6E was aware of several

possible adjustments of this magnitude but chose not to
pursue them due to their relative immateriality.—29/

Commission cannot overlook an adjustment which is an obvious

reduction in cost even though the significance is small.
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Rages and Salaries

LGSE proposed an adjustment of $7,125,236 for increased

wages and salaries. This adjustment normalized wages and

salaries to the test year-end level and also included three

out-of-period adjustments which totalled $4,854,049. These

adjustments reflected a 10 percent increase to non-union non-

exempt employees, a 10 percent increase to union employees,

and a 6 percent increase to non-union exempt employees. The

Commission is of the opinion that increases of this magnitude

are unreasonably high under present economic conditions and

LGM's customers should not be required to bear the full
amount of the increases.

Current trends indicate a continued decrease in the

rate of inflation with no measurable decline in the record

high unemployment rate. These trends have caused recent wage

settlements in many of the nation's non-regulated industxies

to reflect greater concern for )ob security than with large

wage increases. Under present economic conditions, it is
imperative that utility employees not be overly compensated

compax'ed to their counterpax'ts in competitive industries and

it is the Commission's responsibility, as a surrogate for

competition, to insure that the utilities under its jurisdic-
tion are not insulated from the effects of today's economy.

The Consumex Price Index ("CPI") is a primaxy measure

of inflation and since 5eptember 1982, its annua1 percentage

increase has been 5 percent or less, declining to 1ess than

-22-



4 percent annually at the end of 1982. The CPI is frequently
used by industry in setting wage increases and the COmmission

finds it to be useful in analyzing wage and salary adjust-

ments. At the time the 10 percent wage increases became

effective fox'G6E's non-uni.on non-exempt employees and its
union employees the CPI reflected a yearly increase of ap-

proximately 5 percent. The Commission is of the opinion that
this is the maximum increase that should be passed on to
LC6E's consumers fox the October and November 1982, wage and

salary increases. 'R en other utilities are laying off em-

ployees and reducing and/or freezing wages, the Commission

finds it unreasonable for LC6E to ignoxe today's economic

realities and expect its consumers to bear double-digit wage

increases. The Commission realizes that L06E's increase to
its union employees was set by contract; however, when the

need arises contracts can be re-negotiated or the number of

employees can be reduced. The record in this case does not

show that LC6E has attempted to implement either of these

actions.
The third component of LG6E's out-of-period adjustment

reflected a pro]ected 6 percent increase for the non-union

exempt employees scheduled for February 28, 1982. The ef-
xective date is 8 months beyond the end of the test year and

the magnitude of the increase is strictly at management's

discretion. This employee group received an 11 percent in-

crease as recently as March 1982, and the Commissi.on is of
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the opinion that any further increase at this time would be

imprudent and that LC6E's customers should not be required to
support it through rates.

Based on the above zindings, the Commission has reduced

LG6E's proposed adjustment by $2,769,674. Noreover, the

Commission puts LG6E on notice that if future wage increases

are granted which the Commission determines to be excessive,
the Commission wi11 take appropriate action to insure that the

customers of LG&E wi11 not bear that portian found to be

excessive.
Year-end Electric Customers

The adjustment proposed by LC&Z to annualize revenues

and expenses to reflect year-end electric customers was cal-
culated using normalized sales, which reflected the proposed

electric temperature normalization adjustment. Since the

temperature normalization adjustment has not been accepted,

the year-end customer adjustment has been restated using

actual test year sales. Based on actual test year sales, the

adjustment to operating income before taxes has been in-
creased from $ 780,895 to $ 783,105, an increase of $2,210.
Interest Expense

LG&Z proposed an adjustment of S952,376 to short-term

interest expense to reflect the carrying costs of its stored

gas inventory based an repricing the inventory to reflect
increases in the cost of gas since the end of the test year.

LGM has not proposed such adjustments in previous rate cases



although similar increases in the cost of gas have occurred

in the past. In px'oposing this expense adjustment, LG&Z did

not xeflect an increase in total capitalization as a result

of the increased cost of gas nor did it show that its inven-

tory of stored gas has historically been supported by short-

term boxxowings. Therefore, the Commission does not accept

LGM's proposed interest adjustment for the increase in its
inventory of stored gas.
Interest Synchronization

LG&E disagxees with the Commission's past treatment of

interest expense as it relates to JDITC. LG&E and its wit-

ness, Nr. Jay H. Price, Jr., Partner, Arthur Anderson and

Company, question the practice of assigning JDITC to all
components of the capital structure and treating the interest

cost associated with JDITC debt capital as a deduction in

computing federal income tax expense allowed in the cost of

service.
LG6E contends that the Commission's practice xesults

in a reduction in allowed income tax expense for rate-making

purposes below the tax expense aetua11y incurred since the

interest associated with JDITC debt capi.tal is not shown on

its tax return. LG&E furthex contends that the Commission

treats JDITC in a manner which the IRS could possibly con-
30/

sider to be a violation of the IRS regulations.

The Commission finds M6E's arguments to be unper-

suasi~e and is of the opinion that its txeatment of JDITC is



consistent with IRB Regulation 1.46-6(3) ~hich requires that

JDITC receive the same overa11 return allowed on common

equity, debt and preferred stock equity. The regulation

requires that JDITC be treated as though it were provided by

preferred shareholders, common shareholders, and creditors.
In attempting to apply proper regulatory principles, the

Commission cannot be limited by the spectre of a change in

law or regulations. Therefore, in accordance with past

px'actice the Commission has applied the embedded cost rates

applicable to long-term debt and other debt to the JDITC

allocated to the debt components of the capital stxuctux'e.

Using the adjusted capital structure allowed herein, the

Commission has computed an interest adjustment of $3,137,114
which results in a reduction to income taxes of $1,544,714.

After applying the combined state and federal income

tax rate of 49.24 percent to the accepted pro forma adjust-

ments, the Commission finds that combined operating income

should be increased by $3,670,266 to $89,403,475.

The adjusted net operating income is as follows:

Operating Revenues $200,986,089
Operating Expenses 193,245„512
Pro Forma Adjustments 250,289

Electric

$336,502,974
258,510„342

3,419,977

Total

$537,489,063
451,755,854

3,670,266

Net Operating Inccaa
as Adjusted 7,990,866 $ 81,412,609 $ 89,403,475
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RATE OF RETURN

In his original prefiled testimony, Ifr. Wilkerson

proposed to use an 8.02 percent cost rate for long-term debt,

a 10.94 percent cost rate for trust demand notes, a 10.5
percent cost rate for new pollution control bonds and an 8.09
percent cost rate for preferred stock. — The 8.02 and 8.0931/

percent cost rates represented embedded cost rates for long-

term debt and preferred stock. The 10.94 percent cost rate
for trust demand notes was equal to the annual simple in-

terest yield equivalent of the discount rate adopted by

General Electric Credit Corporation for its 180-day commer-
32/ 33/cial paper —at August 13, 1982. The 10.5 percent cost

rate applied to the new pollution control bonds was an

assumed rate because those bonds had not been issued at the

time 2'r. Wilkerson's testimony was filed. — l~r. Wilkerson34/

filed a revised exhibit in which he reduced the cost rates

for trust demand notes to 8.92 percent to reflect the more
35/current rate at December 13, 19&2, and for pollution

control bonds to 9.4 percent to reflect the actual interest
rate of the bonds issued in October 1982.—36/

Dr. Weaver proposed an 8 percent cost rate for both
37/

long-term debt and preferred stock. The 8 percent cost of
long-term debt included the new pollution control bonds at an

assumed 9 percent cost rate. — Dr. Weaver s 12.6 percent38/

cost rate for short-term debt was based on a Value Line

forecast of the 19&3 prime rate.—
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The Commission is of the opinion that an 8.06 percent

cost rate for long-term debt is reasonable and should be

applied to the long-term debt component of LG6E's capital
structux'e. This cost rate is calculated by including

$15,000,000 of pollution control bonds, at a 9.4 percent cost
rate, in long-term debt, which has an embedded cost of 8.02
percent. The Commission is also of the opinion that LG6E's

proposed 8.92 percent cost xate far short-term debt is rea-

sonable and should be applied to the short-term debt com-

ponent of its capital structure. Finally, the Commission is
of the opinion that an 8.06 percent cost rate for preferred

stock is x'easonable and should be applied eo the preferred

stock component of LG&E's capital stx'uctux'e.—40/

In his prefiled testimony, Mr. Wayne D. IIonteau,

Senior Vice Prqsident, H. Zinder and Associates„ witness for

LG6E, pxoposed a xeeurn on common equi.ey within the range of

17 to 18 percent. — Nx. Noneeau performed a comparable41/

earnings study, a risk px'emium analysis and a discounted cash

flow study for. comparable companies. Mr. Monteau concluded

from his comparable earnings study that LG6E required a

higher xaee of return on its common equity than it had
42/achieved or had been allowed in the past. — A composiee

cost of common equity for the 93 utilities listed on the New

York Stock Exchange was developed, using a discounted cash

flow methodology proposed by the Federal Power Commission
43/("FPC").— Nr. Nonteau determined that the average spread
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between the composite cost of equity and Moody's AA-rated

bond yields from 1975 to 1981 was 3.86 percentage points.—44/

Adding this spread to LCD's bond yields produced the xange

of returns on equity proposed by ?fr. Nonteau. — The sup-45/

plement to Hr. Nonteau's schedule 13 showed a cost of equity

of 16.58 percent determined by FPC methodology and a spread

between Moody's AA-rated bonds and the cost of equity of 2.63

percentage points. — Due to impxovements in the money46/

sensitivity analysis, also known as a risk premium analysis.

The spread he developed varied from a high of 4.71 percentage

points in 1975 to a low of 2.03 percentage points during the
48/

3 months ended August 31, 1982. Hr. Nonteau did not

perform a discounted cash flow analysis of any kind for LG6E.

Xn response to a data request at the hearing, Yr. Ifonteau

performed a discounted cash flow calculation for LCD using

the FPC methodology. For the 3 months ended October 1982,

the indicated cost of equity for LGGE was 15.44 percent and

the foxecasted cost of equity was 15.39 percent. — In his49/

cost of equity analysis, ter. Vonteau made no allo~ance for

the inclusion of 100 percent construction work in progress

("CWIP") in LGSE's rate base without an allowance for funds

used during construction ("AFUDC") offset. Dr. Weavex stated

that this treatment of CMIP made LG&E relatively less risky

than a firm that did not include CHIP in the rate base or had

an AFUDC of set.— The price of LOS's common equity has50/

impxoved since the test year. Since the first, quarter'f
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1980, LG6E bond yields have been lower than Moody's AA-rated

bond yield avexage.— This indicates that investox's per-51/

ceive L66E bonds to be less risky than the average AA-rated

utility bond. The common equity ratio of 39.46 percent,
allowed by this Commission in the capital structure section
of this Order, is the highest in the historical period since

52/1972.

En his prefiled testimony, Dr. Heaver proposed a cost
of equity within the range of 14.5 to 15.1 percent. — He

performed a discounted cash flow analysis, an earnings-pxice
ratio analysis and a comparable earnings analysis to deve1op

his recommended return on equity.—54/

The Commission has given due consideration to the

improvements in the capital markets and LCD's equity xatio
and stock price. Mr. Monteau's cost of equity analysis had

limitations, which were discussed earlier. Therefore, the

Commission is of the opinion that a return on common equity

in the range of 14.75 to 15.75 percent is fair, just and

reasonable. A return on equity in this range would not only

allow LG6E to attract capital at reasonable costs to insure

continued service and provide for necessary expansion to meet

future requirements, but also would result in the lowest

possible cost to the ratepayer. Considering current economic

conditions end LGSE's financing requirements, the Commission

finds that a xeturn on common equity of 15.25 percent will
best meet the above ob)ectives. This results in an overall
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cost of capital of 10.9 percent and provides a rate of return

on net investment of 10.15 percent.

REVENUE REQUIEQ2fENTS

The Commission has determined that LC&E needs addi-
tional annual operating income of $23,535,263 to pxoduce a

rate of return of 15.25 percent on common equity based on the

adjusted historical test year. After the provision for state
and federal income taxes of $22,830,503 there is an overall
revenue deficiency of $46,365,766 which is the amount of ad-

ditional revenue granted herein. The net operating income

required to allow LC6E the opportunity to pay its operating

expenses and fixed costs and have a reasonable amount for
equity growth is $112,938,738. A breakdown of the required

operating income and the increase allowed herein between gas

and electric operations is as follows:

Total Electric Gas

Net Operating Income
found reasonable

Adjusted Net Operating
Income

Net Operating Income
deficiency

Additional Revenue
required

$ 112,938,738 $101,552,546 $11,386,192
$ 89,403,475 $ 81,412,609 $ 7 > 990,866

23,535,263 $ 20,139,937 $ 3,395,326
$ 45,365,766 $ 39,676,786 $ 6,688,980

The additional revenue granted herein will provide a

rate of return on the net original cost of 10.15 percent and

an overall return on total capitalization of 10.9 percent.
The rates and charges in Appendix A are designed to

produce gross operating revenue, based on the adjusted test
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year, of $659,257,255 which includes other operating revenue

of $5,733,821. This level of operating revenue includes

$394,142,795 in electric revenue and 4265,114,460 in gas
revenue. The gas rates also include $59,600,000 from the

additional PGAs approved since LG&E's last general xate
increase.

OTHER ISSUES

Rate Design and Billing
LGM did not propose any changes to its current rate

design nor did any intervenor object to the current rate
design. The Commission is of the opinion and finds that the
rate design proposed by LC6cE is fair and equitable and there-
fore should be approved.

In the Electric Department, LG6E proposed to restrict
the size of the load of new customers who wish to be served

under Rate GS to connected loads of less than 200 kilowatts

instead of the current restriction of connected loads of less
than 300 kilowatts. In the Gas Department, LG6E proposed to
cancel Rate Schedules G-lA and G-2 and to serve the customers

served thereunder on Rate Schedule G-1. The Commission is of
the opinion that the customers of LG6Z will be better served

if these changes are approved and that LG6E should amend its
taxiffs as proposed.

The Residential Intervenors proposed that customers of
LGM desixing to continue one sexvice when unable to pay for
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both gas and electric service should be given the option of

doing so by being allowed to pay on either the gas ox elec-

tric portion of their bills. The proposal deserves further

discussion as it has potential merit; however, the Commission

is of the opinion that this issue would be better addressed

in a complaint proceeding brought by affected customers.

Cost of Service

Pursuant to the Order in Administrative Case No. 203,

Rate-making Standards Identified in the Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978, LCM filed an embedded cost
of service study in this case using a model developed by

Ebasco Business Consulting Company. The distinguishing

feature of the model was its allocation of LG&E's test year

production and transmission demand-related capacity costs to

costing periods and then to customer classes. The study

designated 29 percent of the capacity costs as non-time

differentiated and allocated these costs to the customer

classes based on average demand or energy usage. — Another55/

31 percent was designated as winter peak capacity costs and

allocated to the customer classes based on class contribution
56/to winter peak. — The remainder was assigned as summer peak

capacity and was allocated based on the class contribution to
57/

system coincident peak.—
Airco presented an alternative cost of service study.

Airco's study allocated the production and transmission



capacity costs to customer classes based on contribution to
system coincident peak.

Of the two cost of service studies filed in this pro-

ceeding, LG&E's study is preferred. LG6E's decisions to

insta11 baseload units were certainly influenced by factors
other than the magnitude of the sytem peak load. LG&E

witness Nr. James M. Kasey, Coordinator of Rate Research for
LQ&E, testified that capacity was "installed to meet dura-

„58Itional-type loads."— LG&E's embedded production and tx'ans-

mission costs were cleaxly caused by factors in addition to

system peak demand. Thus, these costs should be allocated to
the customer classes based on the factoxs that caused the

investments in capacity. The LCM study accomplishes this by

allocating some of the production and transmission costs to

the customer classes on the basis of average demand or energy.

Airco's brief includes a hypothetical example that

purports to illustrate that LG6E's cost allocation method-

ology is flawed. The example assumes two customers, A and B,

who use the same amounts of energy. A has a 10 NW demand at
winter peak and zero Ml demand at summer peak, while B has a

zero HW demand at winter peak and a 10 t%J demand at summer

peak. — The example demonstrates that A would be allocated

more of the production and transmission costs than B. Given

the size of LG6E's summer peak relative to its winter peak,

this result appears perverse. However, using the same

hypothetical example, if a single coincident peak allocation



methodology, which Airco supports, is applied, customer A

would not be allocated any capacity costs. This example

clearly demonstrates why the Commission finds the coincident

peak a11ocation method undesirable.

The Commission finds the cost of service study filed
by LG&E preferable to the study filed by Airco. The LG&E

study should be used as the basis for the allocation of
revenues to the customer classes.
Revenue Allocation

LG&E has historically allocated proposed revenue in-

creases to customer classes uniformly. In this case LG&E has

recognized the results of its cost of service study and

proposed non-uniform increases. The study calculated the

overall rate of return to be 7.66 percent, residential 5.95
percent, general service 11.63 percent, large commercial 8.42
percent, industrial 8.52 percent, special contracts 6.63
percent, and street lighting 8.88 percent. LG&E witness Nr.

Hart states that LG&E has "given those rate classes or rates

schedules with rates of return in excess of 2 percentage

points of the overall rate of return a smaller increase or no

increase. All other classes were given approximately the
„60/

same percentage increase." LG&E proposed a gradual change

in the revenue allocation in an effort to not be "overly
disruptive." — It would increase revenues by approximately„61/

19.8 percent for all classes except general service and

street lighting; their increases would be 12.26 percent and

14.28 percent, respectively.—62/



Airco witness„Hr, lfaurice Brubaker, developed an

alternative allocation of LGM's proposed increase. His

alternative was based on the results of his cost of service

study which used the coincident peak demand allocation
method. Also, he developed his proposed increases by ex-

amining the incxeases in the nonfuel revenues, and consid-

ering inter-class revenue subsidies and the rate-making

objectives of'radualism and revenue stability. His

recommended increases are 29.3 percent for residential, 8.8
pex'cent fox general service, 16 percent for laxge commercial„

12 percent for industrial, 15.6 percent for special contracts,
and 9.7 percent for street lighting.—63/

Since the Commission does not find the coincident peak

demand allocation method used by Airco appropriate in this
case, it concludes that the proposed revenue allocation of
Airco is also inappropriate. The Commission finds the gradual

approach for reallocating class revenues as proposed by LG6E

to be reasonable. Its approach recognizes the rate-making

objectives of revenue stability, rate continuity and under-

standability, as well as relative risk differentials between

classes. — Therefore, the increased revenues should be al-64/

located in similar proportions to those proposed by LG6cZ.

Xnterruptible Rate

Pursuant to the Order in Administrative Case No. 203,

L%E has filed an interx'uptible rate schedule in this case.
The rate schedule makes interruptible service available to



Large Commercial and Large Industrial Power customers with

demands of at least 1,000 kilowatts.
LGM witness, Nr. Mright, identified interruptible

rates as one of the justifications for the lower load fore-
casts of LG6E.— Yet LG6E has not performed any market65/

studies with regard to the acceptability of the rate, — He66/

did not believe that many customers would be interested.—67/

LC6E witness, Mr. Hart, did not know how many customers were

eligible for the interruptible service rate. — Obviously68/

moxe work needs to be done to determine if an interxuptible
tariff will have any impact on the future growth in LG6Z's

load.

The Commission is of the opinion that an interruptible
rate is a reasonable means to attempt to control load growth.

The Commission intends to encourage such rates. Therefore,

the Commission has approved the proposed interruptible serv-

ice taxiff with the understanding that LG6E will use the

tariff to assess the potential interest of its customers. In

its next rate case LG6E shall report on its efforts to
determine the interest in the tariff and consider pxoposing

modificst iona that are cost-]ustiffod and wh)c..h may promote n

wider use of the tariff.
Load Forecasting and Planning

Considerable time and effort in this proceeding were

devoted to examining the load forecasting and planning ac-

tivities of LGEE. However, when one considers the



consequences that result from these activities, the time and

effort expended in this proceeding should come as no sur-

prise. Higher interest rates and construction costs have

substantially increased the cost to expand capacity. To

compound matters, the recent performance of the economy

coupled with escalating energy prices, which result in more

conservation, have greatly increased the uncertainty associ-

ated with the load forecasts. The higher cost to build and

the increased uncertainty mean that the cost to erx as well

as the probability of an error have both increased. The

Commission, the utilities, and other interested parties must

increase their understanding of the forecasting and planning

activities, which axe inextxicably linked and strive to

improve the uti.lities'erformances in these areas.

LG&E has made two recent changes in its forecasting

and. planning which demonstrate that it wishes to improve its
performance. First, in its forecasting efforts LC&E now

develops a range of forecasted growth. LGM witness, Mr.

Wright, describes its published load growth forecast as the

median of two separate forecasts: a low forecast which uses

pessimistic assumptions and a high forecast which uses

optimistic assumptions. — This method gives explicit69!

recognition to the uncertainty associated with LG&E's fore-

casting activities. Second, LCD has adopted a flexible
scheduling approach with regard to the remaining expenditures

70/associated with Trimble County Unit No. l.— According to



LG&E witness, Mr. Pobert L. Royer, President and Chief

Executive Officer, the construction at Trimble County Unit

No. l is currently at a point at which current expenditures
can be deferred and LG&E can reassess on at least "an annual

basis the need for that unit within the next 3-year peri-
od."— This increased flexibility means that "the bulk of
the remaining expenditures required for commercial operation

of the unit can be deferred until the last 2 years of con-

struction effort prior to service, at which time a high level

of confidence is likely to be able to be applied to a deter-
mination that the unit will need to be put in service."—~

Assuming the costs associated with deferral do not exceed the

benefits, the enhanced flexibility is a desirable feature to
incorporate into the planning process.

Although LG&E has taken some steps to change its load

forecasting and planning activities, there is considerable
room for improvement. LG6E should quantify programs that
wi11 affect its future load growth. LG&E witness, Mr.

Wright, enumerated seven studies and projects that he be-

lieved justified the lower 1oad forecasts LG&E has adopted.—73/

On cross-examination, 7'.r. Bright could not quantify the

impact of the seven programs but he had concluded that they

auld have some impact so he "considered them in somewhat of
a qualitative fashion." — Similarly, when Nr, Wright was

asked whether LGGE was considering utilizing more sophisti-
cated load forecasting techniques, he responded that he was



"not con~inced that these sophisticated techniques are any

better than what LG6E currently uses. — Although someII 75/

would argue that more quantification and sophisticated
techniques may not increase the accuracy of load forecasts in
the short run, most would agree that the quality of the

forecasts would be improved. Pith more sophisticated fore-
casting methods there would be a better understanding of the

factors that led to a forecast not being realized. Also, use

of many of the more recent load forecasting techniques would

facilitate the consideration of alternative scenarios that
would result from making various assumptions concerning

factors such as price changes, appliance saturations, and

economic variables. The Commission understands that in-

creased efforts to quantify specific portions of LG&E's

demand and to implement more sophisticated techniques are not
undertaken without some costs. However, the better quality
of forecasts and the enhanced planning that would result
~ould likely offset these costs. Thus the Commission en-

courages LG6E to investigate the need for more quantification

in its forecasts and to implement more sophisticated load

forecasting techniques.

The Commission is also concerned that LG6cE has not

quantified the benefits or cost savings that result from its
decisions to defer capacity, in particular Trimble County

Unit No. 1. LGM witness, Mr. Wright, stated that the de-

ferral of the Tzimble County unit from a 1986 to a 1987



commercial operation date increased the capital costs by $53

million. — However, when asked fox'n estimate of the76/

associated benefits or cost savings that result from the

deferral, Mr. Wright responded that he "can't put a number on

it. — The increased capital costs of $53 million are very~i77/

substantial to offset. The Commission expects to see evi-

dence in the future of the benefits and costs associated with

changes in construction and retirement plans.

Further, the Commission was distressed to learn that

LG&E's planning is done in almost complete i.solati.on fxom the

planning of neighboring utilities. LGSE witness, Yr, Wright,

stated that representatives of East Kentucky Power Coopera-

tive, Inc., had contacted him prior to LG6E's decision to

defer the Trimble County unit and px'ior to East Kentucky

Power's decision to defer its J. K. Smith plant. According

to Mr. Mright, the representatives from East Kentucky Power

were "very interested" .in LCM's plans concerning the Trimble

County unit since "they vere placing some x'eliance on the
78/possibility of pux'chasing capacity" from LG&E.— Ilr. Mrigbt

had nothing to tell the East Kentucky Power representatives

at that point because LG&E had not made its decision. Hov-

evex, after LG&E decided to defer Trimble County Unit No. 1,
there still vere no discussions with East Kentucky Po~er.—79/

Louisville witness, her. Sam P>odes, testif ied with

regard to LG6E's load fox'ecasting methods and capacity

planning. He identifi.ed several inconsistencies between



LG6E's forecasts and its historical growth rates for certain
portions of its demand. — He expressed concern over the80/

lack of quantification utilized by LG6E to determine the

impact. of various load management pxogxams. By using vaxious

assumptions, Yr. Rhodes was able to present a sensitivity
analysis with respect to LG6E's capacity plans. The findings
of the analysis led Fr. Rhodes to recommend that the Commis-

sion order an independent and comprehensive review of LG6Z's

forecast.—
The Commission is concerned about LG6E's load fore-

castinF, and about such related issues as the benefits to be

realized by a cost-effective conservation program; the most

prudent coux'se to follow concerning the Cane Run units; the

financially sound course to pursue with regard to the much-

delayed Trimble County Unit Ho. 1; and the extent to which it
would be economically beneficial fox LG6E to purchase power

from and/or sell power to neighboring utilities. These

concerns are the heaxt of the Commission's belief that 4t has

an obligation to pursue, for Kentuckians, an energy strategy
that repxesents least,-cost consistent with appxopriate relia-
bility, and the further belief that the least.-cost system

does not exist.
Responding to thosa concerns end beliefs, the Commis-

sion will order an independent consulting firm, to be selected
by the Commission, to undertake a thorough review and make

recommendations with regard to the several items of concern

set forth above.



Trimble County CWIP

Historically, LG6Z has included CMIP in its rate base

without accruing AFUDC. Nr. Sam Rhodes recommended that LG6E

be required to accrue AFUDC for all construction costs
associated with Trimble County Unit No. 1 until the Commis-

sion has evaluated LG6E's future capacity requirements. Yr.

Rhodes premised his recommendation on the assumption that the

service lives of Cane Run Units 1, 2 and 3 could he extended

until 1991, thereby deferring the commercialization of
Trimble County Unit No. 1 for another 4 years. Based on Nr.

Rhodes'nalysis, LCD's revenue requirement for Trimble

County Unit No. 1 with the full AFUDC offset would be ap-

proximately $5.8 billion over the 30-year life of the plant.—82/

Mithout AFUDC, the 30-year revenue requirement for the Trimble
83/

County plant would be approximately $3.2 billion. — Under

Nr. Rhodes'roposal, there would be no revenue requirement

for Trimble County Unit No. 1 until the plant is placed in

service, but from that point on the annual revenue require-

ment would be approximately two times as great as would be

required without the AFUDC accrual. )fr. Rhodes calculated
the net present value of the revenue requirements associated
with Trimble County Unit No. 1 at various discount rates
ranging from 10 percent to 18 percent both with and without

the AFUDC accrual and determined that at present it would be

more advantageous for the ratepayers if LG6E were required to
accrue AFUDC.



In performing his analysis, ter. Rhodes made no de-

termination as to how his recommendation would affect LG6E's

capital costs, its relative risk as perceived by the fi-
nancia1 community„ or its financial integrity. Also, Nr.

Rhodes did not determine whether it would be possible for the

Cane Run units to continue to operate beyond, 1987. The

Commission is of the opinion that these factors must be

considered in determining whether LQ6E should be required to
accrue AFUDC. Yr. Rhodes did not fully explore the possible
impact of his recommendation on LG6E and ultimately, its
consumers. While there are arguments in favor of accruing

AFUDC, the Commission is of the opinion that they are unper-

suasive in this instance. As can be seen from the resultant

revenue requirement, Nx. Rhodes'roposal results in a short-

term solution to the problem of increasing rates while

further contributing to the long-term dilemma that faces LG6cE

and this Commission. Particularly in view of LG6E's 1ong-

time treatment of CMIP, the Commission does not find sufficient
cause to require LG6E to accrue AFUDC on the construction of

Trimble County Unit No. 1, nor do we find such a change to be

proper regulatory treatment in this instance. Therefore, the

Commission will not require that LG6E accrue AFUDC for the

construction costs associated with Trimble County Unit No. l
but will allow it to continue its present accounting treat-
ment for capital costs associated with the construction of
Trimble County Unit No. 1.



Company and Consumer Needs

LGSE witnesses Vr. Royer and Ifz. Liright testified

about the steps LG6E has taken to improve efficiency and

mitigate increases in its operating costs. The Commission

realires that the environment in which LGM operates has

changed drastically in recent years and that the steps it has

taken are in direct response to these changes. However, the

evidence of record 1eads the Commission to believe that there

is room for further improvement in these areas. As was

stated in the Order in Case No. 8045, General Telephone, be-

fore this Commission.

...The Governor of the Commonwealth, when
faced with expenditures in excess of ex-
pected revenues, has not sought tax in-
cxeases (rate increases) every five or
six months. Instead, difficult decisions
have been made as to where expenditures
could be reduced without eliminating
essential services.

The Commission expects this same atti-
tude toward controlling costs by the
utilities it regulates.84/

LG&E deferred this application for as long as it felt
possible, and it should be commended for doing so. However,

while LG6Z claims to have "tightened ite belt," it has

managed to operate in the black and at the same time provide

an increased dividend to its shax'eholdex's.

The Commission is not unsympathetic to LGM's needs;

however, we are required by statute to also consider the

needs of the consumers it sexves. At a time of record un-

employment and a depressed economy in LCD's service area,



these needs are significant, and the Commission must strive
to balance those needs with the needs of LG6cE. In balancing

the interests, the Commission has considered LC6cE's failure
to earn its a11owed rate of return and how that failure has

been affected by unprecedented inflation and record high

interest rates. The Commission has also considered the

requests of Mayor Sloane and Alderman Necks, and of Commis-

sioner Malone and Reverend Flynn--and by the many others who

spoke in Louisville on December 1, 1982, for consideration of

the plight of LG6E's consumers. The Commission has found

that an increase in rates is necessax'y, but that a mox'e

moderate incx'ease than was requested by LC6E will be suf-

ficient. The Commission is of the opinion that the rates

approved herein will be fair, just and reasonable, and will

pexmit LG6E to furnish adequate, efficient and reliable
service to its customers.

Compensation for Intexvenox's

Section 122 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies
Act of 1978 ("PURPA"} allows for compensation for the costs

of participation or intervention to consumer representatives

who substantia11y contribute to decisions on PURPA-related

matters. In the brief of the Residential Intervenors, the

issue of compensation for intervenors is raised. — This85!

Commission is reconsidering its current position on this

matter and may undertake a generic proceeding to address the

issue.



The Commission, having considered the evidence of

record, is of the opinion and finds that:

1. The rates in Appendix A are the fair, )ust and

reasonable rates for LG&E and wi11 produce gross annual

revenues based on ad)usted test year sales of approximately

$659,257,255.

2. The rates cf xeturn gxanted herein ax'e fair, )ust
and reasonable and will provide fox the financial obligations

of LG&E with a reasonable amount remaining for equity growth.

3. The xates px'oposed by LG&E Mould pxoduce x'evenue

in excess of that found xeasonable herein and should be

denied upon application of KRS 278.030.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the rates in Appendix A

be and they hexeby axe approved fox service rendered by LG&E

on. and af'tex'arch 1, 1983.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the rates pxoposed by LG&E

be and they hex'eby are denied.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that there be a thorough study

of LG&E's load forecasting, and of such related issues as the

benefits to be realized from a cost-effective conservation

pzogzam; the most prudent course to fol1ow concerning the

Cane Run units; the financially sound course to pursue with

regard to the Trimble County Unit No. l; and the extent to

which it would be economically beneficial for LG&E to pur-

chase power from and/or sell power to neighboring utilities,

-47-



such study to be undertaken by an independent consulting firm

to be selected by the Commission and compensated by 1.GM,

with the results of such study, and recommendations, to be

contained in a report to the Commission, with copies made

available to LC6E and other interested parties.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that within 30 days from the

date of this Order LG6Z sha11 file with the Commission its
revised tariff sheets setting out the rates approved herein.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 2nd day of March, 1983.

PUBLIC S SION

Vicje Chairman

Co

ATTEST:

Secretary
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APPENDS A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 8616 DATED MARCH 2, 1983.

The following rates- and charges are prescribed for the

customers in the area served by Louisville Gas and Electric
Company. All other xates- and charges. not specifically mentioned

herein shall remain the same as- those in effect under the authority

of the Commission prior to the date of this Order.

ELECTRIC SERVICE

RESIDENTIAL SERVICE*
(RATE R)

Rate:

Customer Charge: $ 2.90 per meter per month.

Mintex Rate- (Applicable duxing 8 monthly billing periods of
October through Nay)

First 600 kilowatt-hours per month
Additional kilowatt-hours per month

5.355 g per Kwh
4.030< per Kwh

Summex Rate: (Applicable during 4 monthly billing periods of
June thxough Sept.ember)

All kilowatt-hours per month

MATER HEATING RATE*
(RATE VH)

Rate: <.182 C pex kilowatt-hour.

Minimum Bill: $1.80 per month per heater.

5.889 C per Kwh

* The monthly kilowatt-hour usage shall be sub)ect to plus
ox'inusan ad)ustment per Kwh determined in accordance with the

Fuel Ad)ustment Clause.



Rate:

Customer Chir'ge:

GENERAL SERVICE RATE*

(RATE GS)

3.50 per meter per month for single-phase service
7.00 per meter per month for three-phase service

Minter Rate: (Applicable during 8 monthly billing periods of
October through Nay)

All kilowatt-houxs per month 5.850 C pex'wh

Summex Rate: (Applicable during 4 monthly bi11ing periods of
June through September)

All kilowatt-hours per month

NLnimen Bill:
6.603 C per Kwh

The minimum bill for single-phase service shall he the
customex'harge.

The minimum bill for three-phase service shall he the
customer charge; provided, however, in unusual circumstances
where annual kilowatt-hour usage is less than 1,0'00 times
the kilowatts of capacity required, Company may charge a
minimum bill of not more than 85'er month per kilowatt
of connected, load.

SPECIAL RATE FOR NON-RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC
SPACE HEATING SERVICE - RATE GS~

For all consumption recox'ded on the separate meter during the
heating season the x'ate shall be 4.2034 per kilowatt-hour. This
saecial rate shall be sub]ect to the Primary Service DiscoUnt,
Fuel Clause and Prompt Payment Provision as are embodied in
Rate GS. During the four non-heating season months any electri.c
usage recorded on the separate space heating meter shall be
combined with metered usage for other purposes at the same
location and be billed at Rate GS.

Minimum Bill:
$6.10pex month for each month of the "heating season." This
minimum charge is in addition to the regular monthly minimumof Rate GS to which this rider applies.

* The monthly kilowatt-hour usage shall be sub]ect to plus or minus
an ad)ustment per Kwh determined in accordance with the Fuel
Ad) us tment Clause .



Rate:

DIRECT CURRENT POWER+
CRATE DC)

Customer Cha'rge'. $7.40 per meter per month.

All kilowatt-houxs per month 6.819 C per Kwh

Minimum Bill:
92.67 pex month per horsepower of customer's total connected
direct current load but in no case less than the customer
charge. Horsepower of apparatus will be based on manufacturex's
rating.

OUTDOOR LIGHTING SERVICE
(RATE QL)
OVEPHEAD

Mercury.
Vayox'00watt~

175 watt
250 watt.
400 watt

1000 watt
400 watt floodlight

1000 watt floodlight:

High Pressure Sodium Vap'or
250 watt
400 watt
400 watt floodlight

Rate Pe~ Light
Per Mohth

5.b5
6.50
7.70
9.40

18.80
9.40

18.80

@.1.30
13.35
13.35

Rates:

* Restricted to those units in service on 5-31-79

OUTDOOR LIGHTING SERVICE - UNDERGROUND

Mercury Vapor

100 watt-colonial or modern design top
mounted

175 watt-colonial or modern design top
mounted

Special Mood Poles (Overhead)

Rate Per Light
Per Month

9 11.30

S 11.90

$ 1.15

* The monthly kilowatt-hour usage shall be sub)ect to plus ox minus
an ad)ustment per Kwh determined in accordance with the Fuel
Ad)ustment Clause.

3-



PUBLIC STREET LIGHTING SERVICE
(RATE PSL)

Rates:

Type of Unit Su'pport

Rate Per
Light

Per Year

175 Watt Mercury Vapor
250 Watt Mercury Vapor
400 Watt Mercury Vapor
400 Watt Mercury Vapor
400 Watt Mercury Vapor

1000 Watt Mercury Vapor
1000 Watt Mercury Vapor
250 Watt High Pressure
400 Watt High Pressure
400 Watt High Pressure

Floodl igh t
Floodlight
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium Flood-

light

Overhead Service
100 Watt Mercury Vapor (open botton

fixture) Mood Pole
Mood Pole
Mood Pole
Mood Pole
Metal Pole
Wood Pole
Mood Pole
Wood Pole
Wood Pole
Wood Pole

Wood Pole

, o (1)
74,00
87,50

105 .00 (2)
181.00
105.00
222.00
222.00
120.00
145.'00

145.00
Underground Service

100 Watt Mercury Vapor Top Mounted
175 Matt Mercury Vapor Top Mounted
175 Matt Mercury Vapor
250 Watt ."tercury Vapor
400 Watt Mercury Vapor
400 Matt Mercury Vapor
400 Watt Mercury Vapor

on State of Ky. Alum. Pole
250 Matt High Pressure Sodium Vapor
250 Matt High Pressure Sodium Vapor
400 Matt High Pressure Sodium Vapor
400 Watt High Pressure Sodium Vapor
250 Matt High Pressure Sodium Vapor

on State of Ky. Alum. Pole
1500 Lumen Incandescent 8-1/2"
6000 Lumen Incandescent

Netal Pole
Netal Pole
Netal Pole
Alum. Pole

Metal Pole
Alum. Pole
Natal Pole
Alum. Pole

Metal Pole
Metal Pole

134.00
141.00
145.00
163.00
181.00
235.00

134.00
217.00
246.00
236.00
265.00

145.00
65.00

126.00

(3)
(3)

1) Restricted to those units in service on 5/31/79.
2) Restricted to those units in service on 1/19/77.

(3) Restricted to those units in service on 3/1/67.



Rate:

LARGE COMMERCIAL RATE*
(gh,TE LC)

Cuit'orner''Char'ge: gll4.50 per delivery point per month.

Demand Charge:

Secondary Primary
Mstribution Distribution

Minter Rate: Applicable during
8 monthly billing periods of
October through Nay)

All kilowatts of billing demand 9 6.14 per Kw $ 4.76 per Kw
per month per month

S~~r Rate: (Applicable during
4 monthly billing periods of
June through September)

All kilowatts of billing demand $ 9.04 per Kw $ 7.37 per Kw
per month per month

Energy Charge: All kilowatt-hours per month 3.022 C per Kwh

Rate:

INDUSTRIAL POMER RATE*
(RATE LP)

Customer Charge: $ 36.2Q per delivery point per month.

Demand Charge:

All kilowatts of
billing demand

Secondary Pr imary Tran smis s ion
Distribution Dis tzibution Line

$ 7.61per Kw $ 5.95 per Kw $ 4.94per Kw

per month per month per month

Energy Charge: All kilowatt-hours per month 2.611q per Kwh

* The monthly kilowatt-hour usage sha11 be sub)ect to plus or mInus
an ad)ustment per Kwh determined in accordance with the Puel
Ad)us tment Clause.



SPECIAL CONTRACT FOR ELECTRIC SERVICE TO
AIRCO ALLOYS AND CARBT3)E (AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INC.)*

Demand Charge:

Primary Power (28,500 KW)
Secondary Power {Excess KW)

Energy Charge:

Primary 6 Secondaxy Power

9.84 per Kw per month
4.92 per Kw per month

1,840 g per Kwh

SPECIAL CONTRACT FOR ELECTRIC SERVICE TO
K. I, DUPONT DENENOURS 6c COMPANY

Demand Charge:

All KM of billing demand

Energy Charge:

All KWH

$9.48 per Kw pex'onth

1.957 q per Kwh

Demand Charge:

SPECIAL CONTRACT FOR ELECTRIC SERVICE TO
LOUISVILLE WATER CONPANY~

KV of billing demand

Energy Charge:

A11 KMH per month

$6,50 per Kw per month

2.069 C per Kwh

Demand Charge:

SPECIAL CONTRACT FOR FORT KNOX+

Winter Rate: (Applicable during 8 monthly bi11ing periods
of October through May)

All kilowatts of billing demand $4.82 per Kw per month

Summer Rate: (Applicable during 4 monthly billing
peri.ods of June through September)

All kilowatts of billing demand

Energy Charge: Al'ilowatt-hours per month

$6, 71 per Kw per month

2.516 C per KQi.

* The monthly kilowatt-hour usage shall be sub]ect to plus ox minus
an ad/ustment pex Kwh determined in accordance with the Fuel
Ad)ustment Clause.



Rate:

STREET LICHTXNQ ENERGY RATE
(MTK SLE)

4.014'et per kilowatt-hour

Rate:
5.207 g net per ki.imratt-hour

$ 1.35 net per mont!i. for each point of deli~cry



GAS SERVICE

GENERAL GAS
(RATE G-l)

Rate:

Residential Customer Charge:
Non-Residential Customer Charge:

48.105 C per 100 cubic feet.

9 2 ~ 30 per month.
9 4-50 per month.

Minimum Bill:
The customer charge.

GENERAL GAS RATE — LARGE VOLUME SPACE HEATING
(RATE G-1A)

Delete Tariff. Incorporate Customers served
into Tariff General Gas (Rate G-1) .

SUMMER AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE UNDER GAS
(RATE G- 1}

Por the "Summer Air Conditioning Consumption" determined
in the manner hereinafter prescribed, the rate shall be
47.063.cents per 100 cubic feet, subject to the "Purchased
Gas Ad]ustment" and the Prompt Payment Provision" incorporated
in Rate G-1 as applicable. All monthly consumption other
than Summer Air Conditioning Consumption" shall be billed
at the regular charges set forth in Rate G-l.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL GAS
(RATE G-Z)

Delete Tari ff . Incorporate Customers served into Tarif f
General Service.



SEASONAL OFF-PEAK GAS
(RATE G-6)

Rate:

Customer Charge: $ 7. 30 per delivery point per month.

47.060 g per 100 cubic feet.
Ki.nimum Sill:

The customer charge.

UNCOMMITTED GAS SERVICE
(RATE 6-7)

47.060 q per 100 cubic feet.
DUAL-FUEL O~-PEAK GAS SPACE HEATINC

(RATE G-8)

Rate:

Customer Charge: $7.30 per delivery point per month.

48.0>4 4 per 100 cubic feet.
Ninimum Bill:

The customer charge.

SUMMER AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE UNDER GAS
(RATE 6-8)

Rate:

For consumption recorded during the aforesaid five billing
periods the rate shall be 47.063 cents per 109 cubic feet,
sub]ect to the "Purchased Gas Ad)ustment" and to the "Prompt
Payment Provision" incorporated in Rate G-S.



TRANSPORTATION OF CUSTOMER-OWNED GAS
OV TE T-1)

Charges:

The charge for service under this rate schedule shall be
15-0 cents for each Hcf of gas transported. This charge

may be increased or reduced by appropriate filings made
in accordance with law and the rules of the Public Service
Commission. In addition to such charge, if Company is re-
quixed to add or modify any facilities in order to initiate
or perform the services supplied hereunder, the full cost
of such additions or modifications shall be paid for by the
Customer.

SPECIAL CONTRACT FOR FORT KNOX

Demand Charge:

$ ].4g per month per Mcf of billing demand.

Commodity Charge:

8 4.6195 per'cf delivered.



Purchased Gas Adjustment

Ease Supplier Rate

Demand Cchdmodity

T~as Gas Transmission Corporation
Rate Schedule 6-4 9 6.90 364.620

Purchased Gas Adjustment Applicable to rate schedules approved herein0.00'er 100 cu. ft. as. the Ease Supplier.

The purchased gas adjustment of LG & E should be adjusted to

the following:

PGA corresponding to Base Supplier

Refund Factor effective September 1, 1981,
and continuing for 12-months or until,
Louisvi11e has discharged its refund
obligation from Case No. 7799-9

Refund Factor effective December 1, 1981,
and continuing for 12-months or until
Louis~ille has discharged its refund
obligation from Case No. 7799-E

Total Adjustment per 100 cubic feet

0.000

(.670)

(.074)

(.744') Re fund


